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Simon is having a bad day; a bad hair day. First his sister gives him a strange hair cut, then his

friends tease him. Simon doesn't know what to do. Lucky for him he runs into Grandma Rose. After

listening to his sorrowful story she helps him learn an important life lesson; how to handle teases

and put-downs. By comparing teases to fishing hooks she tells him a tale of how fish learned not to

bite. With fanciful characters such as Harmony Hippy Fish, Freddie Fang, Max the Mouse Fish and

more, Simon learns that he, too, can swim free from the teasing hooks that people toss his way.

--This text refers to the Hardcover edition.
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When Simon is teased by his friends, Grandma rose compares teasing to fishing hooks and shows

Simon how he doesn't have to get caught up in the mean game his friends are playing. Simon's

Hook is an excellent way to teach children to be more resilient.The cover (not yet shown today) has

a red background and Simon is sitting on a hook under water as if it was a swing. Fish swim about

and all the characters are fanciful and smiling.The basic story includes a "bad hair day." When

Simon's sister can't find her gum, she finds that it is in Simon's hair. Unfortunately she has to cut off

a lot of his hair to get the gum out. This story will be very familiar to children. I remember this

happening to me when I fell asleep while chewing gum.Simon is doing quite well while wearing a

hat, but when he falls and his hat falls off, all the children start to call him lawn mower head. As he



runs home he accidentally runs into Grandma Rose. Simon tells her what happened and tells her

about the teasing."But why do you bite? ""Bite?" cried Simon."I didn't bite anyone!"After going into

her garage, Grandma Rose returns with a fishing line. A piece of paper is attached to the end of the

hook and a cat is trying to bat at the paper. By waving the paper around for the cat, Grandma Rose

shows how the cat bats at the paper. Then, she dangles the paper in front of Simon. Then Simon

catches the paper too."You're not a free fish anymore.""But what else can I do?"Then over a glass

of lemonade and a few cookies, Grandma Rose tells Simon a fish story. The next two pages are

filled with fish thinking, saying things or biting at pieces of paper with put downs and teases written

on them.
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